Going from idea to
publishing shouldn't
take more than 3 days
That's the idea behind Koala Rank's (basic) web design services. It's not
meant to provoke web professionals but to inspire results more than
pixel-perfect precision, so you can focus on growing your business.
Your blog live in <3 business days

Zero maintenance-zero headaches

Built professionally & eﬀiciently

Although many set their sites up
from the home page, your blog is
actually a better place to start as
it allows you to share your ideas
quickly and obtain rankings on
search engines to gain traction.

The worst part about bringing a
website live is maintenance:
unexpected bugs, 404 pages out
of nowhere, slow page loads,
images disappearing... We take
care of all of it on your behalf.

Just because it's brought up
quickly doesn't mean we don't
care about quality. All the
underlying infrastructure,
best practices, and UX are
taken care of professionally.

Why choose our web design services?
The way we create sites won't ﬁt you if you're looking for the next award-wining design.
We're all about practical results which we deliver by implementing processes that check
off all the best practices and turn your website into a beautiful, useful experience.

1. Our websites are meant
to host useful content

2. We only build on the best
infrastructure available

3. Request weekly edits and
get support year-round

We help you get the "boring"
infrastructure live quickly so
you can focus on hosting what
truly matters: your content.
Whether that be a blog post or a
case study, we're here to help.

Why build a website that's slow
and bug-prone when you can
have great infrastructure at
affordable prices? We partnered
with Duda's award-winning
CMS for this exact reason.

Our goal is to see you grow
your website and business
for the long-term. That's
why we offer weekly edits
and support baked right
into our monthly plans.

